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 TV Hearing 
Designed to give delightful hearing experience and effortless understanding when listening to media  

(TV, phone, tablet, computer, car) 

Conversation Hearing   
Improve hearing in various situations where it 

can be difficult to distinguish speech over 

noise 

 Set 860 TV Clear Set 1 TVS 200 ConC 400 

 

    

 The Set 860 assistive listening device delivers 

crystal clear, enhanced sound to users with 

changing hearing needs.  Listening 

enjoyment is made easy with intuitive 

features including pre-set hearing profiles, 

enhanced speech clarity and volume control 

for each ear.  The Set 860 is effortlessly 

simple to set up and use. 

The TV Clear Set 1 makes it easy to 

connect to your TV (either with the 

included TV transmitter or directly via 

Bluetooth) and to other smart devices like 

your mobile phone, tablet, computer and 

more.  Enjoy clearer sound, retain 

awareness of the sounds around you with 

Ambient Awareness, and benefit from all 

the convenience of True Wireless earbuds.   

The TVS 200 lets you enjoy television and 

other streamed signals with superior 

speech clarity and all the comfort and 

inconspicuous style of True Wireless 

earbuds.  Includes an extended bandwidth 

Dolby TV transmitter based on a 

proprietary wireless technology for 

guaranteed low latency and low power 

transmission. 

Enjoy crystal-clear conversations with the 

ConC 400, featuring self-adjusting speech 

enhancement and active noise cancelling to 

make words easier to understand, even when 

challenging noise is present.  A True Wireless 

earbud, they are also great for any stream 

signal (using Bluetooth), hands-free calling 

and watching TV. 

*ConC 400 is not a hearing aid and not 

meant to treat hearing loss. 

Price* $450 $480 $750 $1,450 ($1,575 with Phonak TV Connector) 

Hearing features 3 profiles + 3 Clarity modes (TV) 5 clarity modes (TV/streamed) 5 clarity modes (TV/streamed) Set preferred volume and clarity profile 

TV Connection via TR 860 Docking Station (included) Phonak TV Connector (included) TV Transmitter (included) Phonak TV Connector (included with bundle) 

Other features Easy to use buttons Passive Noise Cancellation 

Ambient awareness 

Tap control 

Hands-free calling 

Passive Noise Cancellation 

Ambient awareness 

Tap control 

Hands-free calling 

Passive & Active Noise Cancellation 

Ambient awareness 

Automatic Scene Detection 

Tap Control 

Hands-free calling 

App support n/a TV Clear app TV Clear app Conversation Clear app 

Battery life 18 hours 12 hours (BT only) - 15 hours (TV 

Connector only) 

1.5 additional charge with case 

12 hours (BT only) - 15 hours (TV 

Connector only) 

1.5 additional charge with case 

9 hours 

2 additional charges with case 

Weight 61g 6.9g (ear bud) 6.9g (ear bud) 6.3g (ear bud) 

Wireless Range Digital Wireless (70m) Bluetooth (10m) / Airstream (15m) Bluetooth (10m) / Airstream (15m) Bluetooth (10m) / Airstream (15m) 

*Plus shipping where applicable  
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Additional information 

Ambient Awareness ▪ Use Ambient Awareness to hear what’s happening around you while you use your Sennheiser earbuds. 

Tap Control ▪ Multi-function button on the earbud for convenient control 

Passive Noise 

Cancellation 

▪ A secure in-ear design & fit minimises external noise for distraction free listening 

Active Noise 

Cancelling 

▪ Blocks out noise to make it easier to relax and focus  

Automatic Scene 

Detection 

▪ Let speech enhancement match your surroundings with automatic scene detection  

▪ Analyses the surrounding and automatically adjusts the Noise Canceller, directional microphones (beamforming) and volume to provide maximum 

enhancement when in Communication or Streaming mode 

▪ In Communication mode the Classifier constantly monitors the environment and automatically adjusts the settings for the best speech understanding 

o Quiet: Noise canceller low; microphone beamformer off (= most natural speech) 

o Moderate: Noise canceller medium; fixed microphone beamformer (= greatest sensitivity to the front) 

o Loud: Noise canceller on; adaptive microphone beamformer (= greatest sensitivity to the front and additional cancellation to the loudest noise source) 

Clarity modes ▪ Up to 20 dB high frequency gain for streamed signals 

Conversation Clear 

app 

▪ For use with the ConC 400 

▪ Simple guided profile setup using embedded sound samples to set preferred volume and clarity 

▪ Tailor the performance of your earbuds in the Relax, Communicate, and Stream modes  

o Communication mode: see environmental noise level (soft, medium, loud); adjust speech volume; enable Clarity Boost 

o Relax mode: general quite mode 

o Streaming mode: balance transition between streaming and ambient volume around you 

TV Clear app ▪ For use with the TV Clear and TVS 200 

▪ Embedded setup guides 

▪ Speech clarity selection, including demo song 

▪ Volume control of ambient noise and streamed signal 

▪ Configuration of controls, spoken messages etc 

Warranty ▪ Global 2-year warranty applies 

 


